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University of Edinburgh Short Online Courses:  

Making a Global Impact 
 

Abstract 
 
This session will provide an overview of the work of the Online Course Production Service at 
the University of Edinburgh and how we support academic teams to design, develop, build 
and run engaging online learning courses that inform, inspire and motivate. By working with 
Schools across the University, we build capacity of stakeholders to create, access, use, adapt 
and redistribute OER through the creation of digital learning experiences. 
 
My objectives for the session are to share and celebrate the work we do within the 
Educational Design and Engagement department at the University. I also aim to highlight 
how our short online courses support the United Nations 17 Sustainable Development Goals 
(SDGs), which provide ‘a shared blueprint for peace and prosperity for people and the 
planet, now and into the future’. 
 
The University has been delivering a large, diverse digital education portfolio for nearly two 
decades, and part of this portfolio is our catalogue of short online courses. We have 
created more than 80 courses since 2012, hosted on three partner platforms: edX, 
FutureLearn and Coursera. With every one of these courses, we demonstrate our 
commitment to providing free, open access learning on a global scale. 
 
Our approach to developing and delivering digital education opportunities champions the 
fourth SDG, to ‘ensure inclusive and equitable education and promote lifelong learning 
opportunities for all’, as learners anywhere in the world, at any stage of life, can gain access 
to free, flexible, accessible materials on a broad range of subjects. We work closely with the 
University of Edinburgh Open Education Resource (OER) Service to source, create and 
publish all course materials under open licence, making a critical contribution to achieving 
the aims of the SDGs. 
 
Two recent standout courses are: Sustainable Global Food Systems (SDG 12: Responsible 
consumption and production) and COVID-19 Critical Care: Understanding and Application 
(SDG 3: Good health and wellbeing). With the average pass mark of over 80% on Sustainable 
Global Food Systems, and 50,000 enrolled on COVID-19 Critical Care from 200 countries, it is 
clear that our courses are making a real difference in global education to improve human 
and planetary health. 
 
The COVID-19 Critical Care course was designed, built and launched in a record two-week 
timeframe (as opposed to the usual 9 months). At an extremely challenging and unstable 
time, we worked hard to pull a new team together to create a resource that would provide 
frontline clinical staff with free, open access to the support and resources they needed in 
response to the pandemic.  
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The course has received a multitude of positive feedback from three successful runs after its 
launch in April 2020. It now continues to be openly available on the FutureLearn platform. 
One learner offered the following comment about their experience: “The resources that 
accompany this course are excellent. They provide the Healthcare Practitioner with the 
essentials of good practice in managing the critically ill patient. I have recommended this to 
many of my colleagues.” 
 
Sustainable Global Food Systems tackles pressing issues on climate change, food security 
and sustainability. The development phase of the project took place when the pandemic 
first hit. As a result, we had to adapt our approaches to media production, turning 
restrictions to our advantage where possible, to create and re-use open licensed stock 
footage to produce the course trailer, and all video and audio content for the course. 
 
Launched in October 2020, the course remains open and available on the edX platform for 
learners to study for free. One learner commented: “The course added value to my 
professional skills and improved my knowledge on food systems, as well as the concepts of 
healthy eating.” 
 
Our short online courses cover key topics that learners can explore, develop their 
knowledge, and play a fundamental role in the United Nations’ 2030 agenda; to contribute 
towards addressing global challenges and work towards a better future for everyone, which 
is also outlined in the University of Edinburgh’s Strategy 2030. 
 
In addition, it is not only learners enrolled on the courses who benefit from the OER content 
– all open licensed media content is also made available on the University’s Open Media 
Bank. We support academic teams and subject matter experts to produce standalone OER 
resources that can be viewed and reused in any context. This enables sharing of valuable 
information on important issues to a global audience.  
 
Working in a pandemic-hit world can be challenging when working with multiple teams, 
large and small, to collaboratively design and develop learning materials. We now run ABC 
Learning Design workshops in a fully online format, provide media equipment to academic 
teams for remote filming and recording, and we are flexible and adaptable to changing 
circumstances and project timelines. This ensures restrictions do not hinder our progress as 
a service that delivers valuable, open content across the world. 
 
The University of Edinburgh’s short online course portfolio continues to develop and grow. 
With every course, we endeavour to discover and share knowledge in a way that is 
accessible, open and inclusive. We create, use and re-use OERs to spread critical messages 
to make a global impact. 
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